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ABSTRACT
The Complete Arabidopsis Transcriptome Micro
Array (CATMA) database contains gene sequence
tag (GST) and gene model sequences for over 70%
of the predicted genes in the Arabidopsis thaliana
genome as well as primer sequences for GST
ampliﬁcation and a wide range of supplementary
information. All CATMA GST sequences are speciﬁc
to the gene for which they were designed, and all
gene models were predicted from a complete
reannotation of the genome using uniform para-
meters. The database is searchable by sequence
name, sequence homology or direct SQL query, and
is available through the CATMA website at http://
www.catma.org/.
INTRODUCTION
The Complete Arabidopsis Transcriptome MicroArray
(CATMA) project (http://www.catma.org/) was formed in
2000 and now consists of groups from eight European
countries. Our aim was to use the newly completed
Arabidopsis thaliana genome sequence to develop a complete
and specific microarray for A. thaliana by producing a specific
gene sequence tag (GST) for every known or predicted gene
found in the genome sequence, at the time believed to be
25 498 genes (1) and currently 29 084 genes (http://www.
tigr.org). We believe that this approach will overcome many of
the drawbacks of the use of ESTs and cDNAs as microarray
probes: in particular that because the complete sequence of an
EST clone is rarely known, their specificity to a particular gene
cannot be guaranteed, and that known ESTs may represent
only a fraction of the genes identified in a eukaryotic genome.
The former is particularly important for genes which belong to
gene families, around 65% of all Arabidopsis genes (1), where
a full length clone may cross-hybridize to other family
members.
We have designed the CATMA GSTs to be specific only to
their target gene. Furthermore, because the full sequence of
each GST is known, they can be used not only for microarray
experiments but also for purposes such as RNAi work. This is
aided by the introduction of extension primers onto each GST,
allowing reamplification of, and introduction of cloning sites
to, any GST using one pair from only twenty-four 30 and
sixteen 50 PCR primers.
To track the 30 000 GSTs and primer pairs expected to be
generated by the project, and to allow easy dissemination of
data about the GSTs, we developed a web-interfaced MySQL-
driven database. We made this database publicly available in
June 2002 and here, we describe the generation of the data and
some of the features of the database.
GENE PREDICTION AND GST DESIGN
The data in the CATMA database is based primarily on a
complete reannotation of the Arabidopsis genome sequence,
which was carried out by CATMA members to overcome
problems with the accuracy and consistency of the AGI
annotation at the time (2). We performed this reannotation
using the EuGe`ne gene prediction software (3) to generate a
uniform gene prediction model on which to design the
CATMA GST set. EuGe`ne was chosen after a survey of
gene prediction software (4) as being the most suitable for the
CATMA project: in particular EuGe`ne rarely merges two genes
into one, tending instead to split one gene into two. This
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tendency reduces the probability of designing only one GST
for two adjacent genes but with the slight penalty that in some
cases, two GSTs will be designed for a single gene. We
supplemented automated gene predictions with verified full
length cDNA sequences and more intensively, individually
analysed gene predictions. We predicted a total of around
29 600 genes using this approach. Figure 1, generated using
the FLAGdbþþ tool (5), shows an example of the genes
predicted by EuGe`ne in a region near the end of chromosome
2, with comparisons to AGI gene models and GST and cDNA
sequences. Cases can be seen where EuGe`ne includes a new
gene model or splits an AGI prediction, but overall there is
good consistency between the two predictions and, where
present, with the cDNA sequences.
We designed GSTs from the reannotated gene set using
SPADS (Specific Primers and Amplicon Design Software) (6),
which optimises and automates the choice of a genome-
specific GST for each gene and designs PCR primers to
amplify this GST. The principal requirements for a GST were
that it should be between 150 and 500 bp in length and show
no more than 70% identity to any other part of the Arabidopsis
genome. In the first round of GST design, the results from
which make up the initial release of the database, we designed
GSTs for just over 21 000 genes, or 70% of the predicted
total.
CONTENTS
Entries in the database are keyed by the CATMA GST
identification code, and all have a GST sequence associated
with them as well as the predicted or experimentally verified
gene transcript sequence. In addition, the primer sequences
used to generate the GST products, the BAC templates from
which they were generated and the results of the PCR
amplification are available. There is also a range of
supplementary information, such as gel images and other
quality control data, details of the synthesising laboratory, the
specificity of the GST against the A. thaliana genome, matches
to the EMBL (7) and SWISS-PROT database (8) and
comments about the GST. Wherever possible, the CATMA
genes and GSTs are related to a corresponding AGI
(Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, http://www.arabidopsis.org)
gene model. We assign an AGI gene to a CATMA gene based
on two parameters: position of the predicted genes in the
genome and homology of the GST to the AGI gene model. If
the chromosome positions of the two gene models overlap and
the GST shows more than 95% identity to the AGI model over
at least 150 bp, then the AGI gene model is considered a match
for that CATMA gene model. However, no further correlation
between the CATMA and AGI gene models is implied by the
assignment of a match.
ACCESSING THE DATABASE
Access to the database is freely available to any researcher on
completion of a brief registration form. This should be
accessed through our website main page (http://www.
catma.org/). A browser capable of supporting cookies is
required, and it is recommended that javascript be enabled.
Figure 1. Comparison of EuGe`ne and AGI gene predictions and cDNA sequences in a region of Arabidopsis thaliana chromosome 2. Orange arrows, EuGe`ne gene
model; blue arrows, AGI gene model; green arrows, cDNA sequences; red bars, CATMA GSTs. Examples can be seen where only EuGe`ne predicts a gene model
(*) or where EuGe`ne splits an AGI gene model (z). cDNA sequences include 50 and 30 non-coding regions, so extend up- and downstream of the predicted
gene models, which contain only coding sequence.
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There are three main methods available for searching the
CATMA database. The first is a simple search by name to
retrieve any or all of the data associated with a specific gene or
GST. The name used may be a CATMA GST identification
code, a CATMA gene name or an AGI gene name. A list of
several gene/GST names can be searched at once, or a single
name supplied for more detailed information.
The second search method is sequence similarity. A target
sequence can be used to perform WU-BLASTN (W.Gish,
http://blast.wustl.edu/) searching against the GST, gene
transcript model or full gene (including intron) sequences.
Again several sequences can be submitted at once, or more
detail can be obtained by using just a single sequence. Finally,
the database may be searched directly using SQL queries; this
is a powerful, albeit less user-friendly, way of performing
searches, and is frequently used by CATMA database users.
RECENT AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
CATMA is an ongoing project, and we will continue to design
GSTs towards our ultimate goal of a GST for every
Arabidopsis gene. As we design new batches of GSTs, they
will be amplified and tested by members of the CATMA
consortium. Once each batch has been thus verified, we will
add information about those GSTs and their associated genes
to the database. Users of the database can register for an email
notification when significant updates are made to the database.
There are three main sources for these additional GSTs.
Primarily, there is the design of GSTs for genes which were
missed in the first round; the majority of these are members of
gene families that are highly similar at the nucleotide level, and
so for which it is difficult to generate specific GSTs. We will be
using a variety of strategies to design GSTs for these genes,
including the introduction of a putative 30 UTR and increasing
the identity cutoff above its current 70%; all such deviations
from the standard conditions will be flagged in the database.
The second group of extra GSTs are replacements for those
which failed to amplify properly in the PCR, for which we will
design alternative primer pairs. Finally, as EST and cDNA
sequencing projects add to or alter our gene set and
improvements in the gene prediction software result in the
identification of extra genes (both by CATMA and other
groups), we will design GSTs for these genes. Already we are
producing GSTs for 1500 AGI gene predictions which do not
correspond to any CATMA genes.
Gradual changes will be made to add to the search
capabilities of the database—for example, we have recently
introduced searching by EMBL/GenBank accession number as
well as by CATMA and AGI gene names. Finally, as the
CATMA GSTs start to be widely used in microarray
experiments, we would expect to link the results of those
experiments back to the GST database.
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